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“Quantitative approach for asymmetric results”

Volkswagen weekly chart

Volkswagen is a difficult one because of the spike it had back in 2008, and looking plainly at the
chart (I was looking at the monthly-weekly chart) according to Elliott, we are now in a big wave 4
(correction up of a bearish movement) which should have it conclusion at around 60 euros.
So that is the machine type of analysis according to Elliot... but bear in mind that wave counting can
change (my latest gold analysis is a clear example, but still I shorted it this morning at 1750, so I
don't expect a bearish main movement, but now it will only be a mere retracement).
Looking at the weekly chart of VOW it looks like an impulsive bullish trend is there, even though
from beginning 2011 it is also easy to see that VOW is in a sideways movement (although a big
one) included in two important level, 109 euro (support) and 135 euros (resistance) which looking
backwards have been historically important levels.
Right now pretty much all indicators are in the overbought condition and a set back wouldn't
surprise me, also because the stock is now in its fifth positive week (which coincide with a wave 5
termination on the daily chart).
So it will take sometime before VOW would arrive doing a double top @ 140 euros circa and most
likely we will stay in this big sideways channel for sometime.
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Considering a wave 5 target, it is unlikely, but possible, that VOW will arrive at its natural wave 5
projection (168 euros) because wave 4 has been too deep, breaking the 61.8% maximum
retracement (although it didin't close it below on the weekly chart), so my best guess is a double
top.
The most scary aspect of all to me, is the decrease of volume that the stock has been experiencing
since 2009, which together with a upward trend is a sintom that this trend may not be the primary
one.
CONCLUSION: retracement to 117 euros circa very likely, sideways formation, possible double
top, very unlikely at this stage to consider top at 168 euros.
ALTERNATIVE SCENARIO: if the retracement I am expecting becomes too deep, then there is a
possibility that the stock will behave in the light blue lines and may go and re visit the trend line
that started from the low in 2010.
CANDLESTICK ANALYSIS: as of today this week candle is becoming a doji formation which
could mean updward trend ending, considering also that this week candle correctly hit the resistance
of an upward trend line. Previous candles were bigger but recently candles are becoming smaller, an
indication that at least important levels are hit and there is evenly power between buyers and
sellers...
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Useful Links:
European Central Bank:
www.ecb.int
Bank for International Settlements:
www.bis.org
International Monetary Fund:
www.imf.org
Federal Reserve:
www.federalreserve.gov
US CFTC
www.cftc.gov
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Nothing in this report constitutes a representation that any investment strategy or recommendation contained herein is suitable or appropriate to a recipient’s individual circumstances or otherwise
constitutes a personal recommendation. It is published solely for information purposes, it does not constitute an advertisement and is not to be construed as a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any
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will obtain profits, nor will it share with investors any investment profits nor accept any liability for any investment losses. Investments involve risks and investors should exercise prudence in making
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